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while she was studying for her last year of high school, elle fanning starred in a string of films, including 12 years a slave and beasts of no nation . her
breakthrough role was as isobel, the rebellious daughter of rich british twins, in parasite (2019). this follows the success of the kissing booth, the first film in
the series, that was released on february 14, 2017. the sequel premiered at the sundance film festival on january 25, 2017, and it was released on netflix on

july 25, 2017. it's hard to watch netflix's the kissing booth 2 without admiring elle and lee's friendship. their epic dance skills, video game podcast, and
unwavering support for one another are a few of the highlights from the films. while they go through their ups and downs in both the original and the sequel,

they've always got each other's back. nonetheless, the franchise's second to last installment definitely puts their relationship to the test. lee navigates
boundaries between his first serious girlfriend and his lifelong best friend, while elle questions where her next step should lead to uc berkeley with lee, or to

harvard with her boyfriend (and lee's brother), noah. ever since the first movie premiered back in may 2018, fans have been seriously obsessed with the
kissing booth movies. viewers have been kept on the edge of their seat by the romantic love story between elle evans and noah flynn, and frankly, no one

can get enough of it! now, netflix which premiered the sequel thekissing booth 2 in 2020 aired the franchises third and final movie in august 2021.
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another one of the kissing booth movies. elle finds herself locked in an unfamiliar face-to-face encounter with her
first crush, noah, at a kissing booth. noah is her childhood best friend, lee's brother, and the two of them have a

complicated relationship. noah is willing to give up his relationship with lee to be with elle, but lee has other
ideas. when elle decides to run a kissing booth for the schools spring carnival, she locks lips with noah and her
life is turned upside down. her head says to keep away, but her heart wants to draw closerthis romance seems
far from fairy tale and headed for heartbreak. you can do the same for the kissing booth 2 or even for the third

movie which wasnt on netflix until 2020 and stars actress joey king! what is your favorite scene from the kissing
booth? what do you think of the behind-the-scenes secrets about the first two movies? what do you think about
the third one? tell us in the comments! theres more to the story than just elle and noah and their love! however,
we dont know what else is going to happen in the the kissing booth movies so we have to keep reading! theres
so much more to discover, and we definitely can not wait to find out! logan lerman was in a few other movies

before the kissing booth he was in the perks of being a wallflower, and friends with benefits. but the last movie
he did was before he did the kissing booth, and that was in hansel & gretel: witch hunters. so he was already a
pretty established actor when he got the role of noah flynn in the kissing booth i just remember i just laughed,
and my agent was like, im excited. and i think i was like, is this serious? he was like, no. im excited about this

movie. i was like, are you serious? he was like, im going to be playing a high school student. i was like, okay, that
sounds like an interesting role. he was like, no, no. he was like, its a high school boy. i was like, okay, high school

boy. i think im going to get paid more to do that than i would to do a feature, he said. 5ec8ef588b
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